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PRESIDENT’S
MESSAGE

Board Changes
and Paralegal
Designation

I

hope you have enjoyed your summer so far!

Over the past few months, we saw some changes occur
on the Board of the Association.
Director, Debra Whelan stepped down at the Annual
General Meeting (AGM). Debra was elected to the Board
at the 2013 AGM. Over the past year, Debra assisted with
events and Lunch and Learns. On behalf of the Board, I
thank Debra for all of the fantastic work she did for
the Association and wish her all the best in her future
endeavours.
Monica Bruns was appointed as her replacement at the
May Board meeting. Monica is a Designated Paralegal with
the firm of Nixon Wenger in Vernon. We look forward to her
ideas and energy to help us grow membership in the Interior.
She was also recently featured in our Winter 2013/2014
Paralegal Press issue. On behalf of the Directors, I would like
to welcome Monica to the Board. You can learn more about
Monica in this edition of the newsletter at “10 Questions
With…”.
I wish to take this opportunity to remind everyone that the
Association is not a regulatory body for paralegals. Currently,
in British Columbia there is no regulatory body for paralegals.
A paralegal designation is obtained through education and

employment. We have recently received several inquiries
on the topic and I would like to inform you that joining the
Association does not make you a paralegal.
Recently, our voting members were informed that they
are now allowed to identify themselves as BCPA Registered
Paralegals. This designation is only available to voting
members of the Association and for as long as they maintain
their membership in good standing. This designation is not
meant to compete with Designated Paralegal designation.
This was created to help distinguish our voting members by
increasing recognition of their affiliation with the Association,
their unique membership qualifications, and skills as a
paralegal.
I hope you enjoy this issue of the Paralegal Press, which
contains numerous articles relevant to our profession. For
instance, Sandy Chernoff of Soft Skills for Success shares
important lessons about active listening, and Carolyn
E. Anger of Stikeman Elliott LLP in Toronto recounts her
experience setting up an e-trial, complete with tips and
checklists.
Enjoy the rest of your summer! I look forward to
connecting with you again in the fall.
Best regards,
Yves Moisan, BCPA President
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Active Listening
The Key to Effective
Communication and Strong
Relationships

BY SANDY CHERNOFF,
SOFT SKILLS FOR SUCCESS

Do you experience conflict in your life? Ever wonder
why it happens so often?
Since we began communicating, literally since we were
born, we think that we know how to do it, and do it well.
Consider, however, that communication is extremely complex,
and as such, many of us are not very good at it. Most conflict
begins with poor listening, so the first aspect of effective
communication that deserves a careful examination is
listening.
Is listening different from hearing?
Actually it is. Hearing involves our ears. Listening involves
our ears, our eyes, our heart and our minds.
What is active listening?
Active listening means receiving unfiltered information,
responding to that message appropriately, listening further
in order to understand the intent and then implementing the
best action. It also involves some feedback to the speaker
in order for both of you to be sure that you understand one
another.
When you ask about a speaker’s goals, desires and
concerns, you will gain a clearer idea of what matters to
them, and be more likely to be able to deliver on those issues.
Asking those questions builds trust, respect and rapport…the
keys to strong relationships.
In order to establish good business connections, which will
ultimately translate into collaborative opportunities, sales,
referrals and loyalty, we must build relationships with effective
communication… and that begins with active listening.
Do you think that just because you told someone
something that they actually understood you? Do you believe
that they received the message you intended, processed it
as you would have done, and concluded how to react as
you expected? It doesn’t always happen that way. When we
“assume” that they did, we could get very disappointed,
resentful, frustrated or even angry, when the expected
outcome is not realized. Try getting some concrete, direct

Lunch ‘n’ Learn
“Active Listening”
with Sandy Chernoff from Soft Skills for Success
Space is limited. Register now!
4
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feedback to ensure that the correct message was received
and computed as intended. This approach could save a lot of
time, energy, aggravation, and money.
There are many possible interferences that could
prevent the listener from hearing your message. They
include:
1. Lack of focus: Ever find yourself feeling that, “Oops, I
have no idea what that person has spoken about for the past
five minutes”? That’s because our brains process data at more
than 800 words per minute. Most of us speak at only 150175 words per minute; which makes it hard to stay focused
on someone speaking that slowly. So we “zone out” or focus
on other issues in our head.
2. Passive Listening: Just because someone appears to
pay attention, it does not mean that they do. Without a
recap, you will have no idea what they actually heard. With
no outward indication that the listener has actually heard
us, we cannot be sure they will fulfil the requested task. Ask
them to repeat back to you what they heard, or offer to
highlight or summarize your point or request.
3. Poor Physical Setting: Maybe the environment is too
hot, or too cold, or the lighting is poor. Perhaps there are
outside noises, such as traffic or construction. Are people
walking in and out of the room? Are phones ringing and
are business machines making noise? Is there a conversation
going on in the room or nearby? All of these distract our
audience and can pull the listener’s attention away from your
conversation.
4. Listener’s Physical State: Perhaps the listener is
feeling unwell, hungry, tired, too hot, too cold, or dealing
with a personal problem. All of those conditions could make
effective listening a challenge.
5. Unfamiliar Language: Using language that is not
familiar to the listener will also cause them to tune out, For
example, if a physician or dentist describes a procedure or
condition to the patient using medical or dental terminology

DATE: October 29, 2014
TIME: 12:00 pm - 1:00 pm
LOCATION: CLEBC, 500 - 1155 West
Pender Street, Vancouver
TO REGISTER: Call CLEBC Customer
Service at 604-893-2121
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CONTINUED, FROM PAGE 4: Active Listening
rather than in common terms, the patient will not likely
understand the diagnosis or course of care. And yet, when
asked if they did understand what was just explained to
them, rather than look stupid, they will say that they did.
This does not help the professional to generate compliance
with treatment or the necessary follow-up with appropriate
behaviours. This is a lose/lose situation for both parties.
6. Preset Ideas: Sometimes, individuals come to a meeting
or workshop with a preconceived idea of what will transpire,
or they feel that the information being shared is below their
level of knowledge. When this occurs, they put up a wall, and
will be less likely to actually “hear” what the speaker has to
say.
All of these issues can impact negatively on the ability
of the listener to actually hear what the speaker is trying
to convey. So a speaker needs to become aware of those
interferences and find strategies to overcome them. The
most effective tool is simply asking for confirmation from the
listener; have them tell you what they heard.
Four 4 Steps toward Active Listening
1. Hearing: Means pay attention to make sure you hear
the message.
2. Interpretation: Means if you fail to interpret a
speaker’s word correctly, it may lead to a misunderstanding or
conflict. This is the processing aspect of hearing.

www.bcparalegalassociation.com			

3. Evaluation: Means you decide what to do with the
information you have received.
4. Respond: Means you provide a verbal or visual response
that lets the speaker know you have received the message,
processed it and have decided how you will react.
In the future, when you speak with another person,
remember that communication is not simple. If we do not
practice active listening, we may miss the intended message
resulting in miscommunication, conflict, disappointment,
complaining, resentment and frustration!
Listening is the most important communication skill. It
is the basis of every sound and long-lasting relationship.
Relationships begin, develop, get nurtured and maintained
through listening. Robust, open and honest relationships are
the key to a happy successful life both in the workplace and
at home.
Sandy Chernoff, owner of Soft Skills for Success, has combined
her 20+ years of soft skills training, 30 years of didactic and clinical
teaching in study clubs and continuing dental education, as well as
her people experiences from 40+ years of dental hygiene practice, into
her customized interactive workshops. Her energetic and humorous
presentation style has entertained and informed audiences from
Victoria to New York City. As the author of, 5 Secrets to Effective
Communication, she has demonstrated her ability to demystify the
complexities of communication and provide her broad variety of clients
with strategies and tools to make them really good at their jobs while
having fun!
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YOUR MONEY
BY DEREK FULTON, CFP

S

What is Socially Responsible Investing
and is it Right for Me?

ocially Responsible Investing (SRI) is a term used by
the investment industry to define investments that are
screened for their Environmental, Social and Governance
practices in its company.
SRI began with the Quakers back in the 1700’s. Since then,
it has had an important impact that has changed the way
people invest. SRI Investing helped end apartheid in South
Africa, for instance. Today, the environment is a major focus
of the SRI movement.
Most of the SRI investments have both positive and
negative screens. A positive screen would look at buying a
company’s shares and working with that company to ensure
the company is working in the right direction in terms of
equal hiring practices, environmentally minimizing its carbon
footprint, and having good social governance in making sure
that the company is acting as a good corporate citizen.

various funds so ask your financial advisor which funds fit
with your preferences.
Socially responsible investing is very popular throughout
the world with more three trillion dollars invested in SRI
funds. Canada, however, currently lags in its acceptance of
SRI companies with only 20% of all investments falling into
this category.
The first SRI company in Canada was “Ethical Funds”,
launched in Vancouver. Today, Canadians can purchase
SRI-screened funds through ETF’s (Exchange Traded Funds),
or mutual funds such as Meritas , Ethical Funds or RBC, to
name a few.
Are SRI funds right for you? Your financial adviser can
determine whether SRI investments would be a good fit with
your portfolio or answer your questions about this type of
investing.

A negative screen would filter investments to make sure
certain types of companies are not contained in a portfolio.
The most common negative filters screen against tobacco,
nuclear and military companies. Others screen out alcohol,
gambling, pornography and other commonly ill-perceived
pursuits. There are differing levels of screens placed in the

Derek Fulton is a mutual Funds Representative with Qtrade Asset
Management, and a Wealth Management Specialist with Prospera
Credit Union. Derek is a Certified Financial Planner (CFP) a Fellow of the
Canadian Securities Institute (FCSI), and a Financial Management Advisor
(FMA) with over 15 years of experience in the financial services industry.
Mutual funds and securities related financial planning services are
offered through Qtrade Asset Management Inc., member MFDA.

Corporate • Court • Land • Manufactured Homes • Motor Vehicles • Personal Property • Process Serving • Vital Statistics

There’s more at West Coast.
For over 44 years, West Coast Title Search Ltd. has proudly served professionals in the areas
of corporate, court, land, process serving and more. Our commitment to you: professional,
accurate, dependable service which you can rely upon to save time and make your job easier.

Process Serving

E-Filing & Search

Electronic Billing

West Coast provides full process
serving and skip-tracing services.
Try our popular 45/65/85 Flat Rate
billing plan for Metro Vancouver.

To help you access our services
as easily as possible, we offer a
secure, enhanced electronic work
order system through our website:
www.wcts.com

It’s about service. We can provide
you with customized data to input
to your accounting systems and
electronic copies of your statements.

West Coast Title Search Ltd.
99 Sixth Street, New Westminster, BC V3L 5H8 | Tel: 604-659-8600 | Toll Free: 800-553-1936 | info@wcts.com
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10 QUESTIONS WITH...

An Interview with
Monica Bruns

designated paralegal, nixon wenger
What made you want to work in the legal field and,
particularly, as a paralegal?

p.m.) was valuable and unless I valued it myself, others would
not value it either.

When I was growing up, I met a young lawyer who
approached everything from the ‘greater good’ perspective. I
admired that in him. He always seemed to strive for the best
of his team. His team included those he worked with and
those he worked for. I found him inspiring. After becoming a
legal secretary, I did not feel satisfied with doing the day-today work involved in a file just because it was supposed to be
done. I wanted to know the ‘why’ behind what I was doing! I
decided to become a paralegal.

What makes the best working environment, in your
opinion?

What plans or ideas do you have as a new BCPA
Director for the organization?
I feel passionate about the skills paralegals have to offer the
legal community, so I will work toward attaining recognition
for us in the legal field and in the eyes of the general public.
I would also love to see our membership grow (something
I will work on, directly) and will work toward implementing
some local activities for the Okanagan/Shuswap/Kamloops
paralegals, much like the ones held in Vancouver.
What do you love most about your job?
I love to break a file down piece by piece and then put it
back together while digging for that piece of information or
evidence that can change the course of things; the “game
changer” or “golden nugget”!
What is it about your job that motivates you?
My need to know the answers to things motivates me as
does my need to help other people navigate situations that
are foreign to them in order for them to get the answers they
need.
What should each new paralegal student know when
looking for a job or choosing an area of law?
They should know what their skills are and what they are
not. They should know what they feel passionate about and
what drives them – all of which make them who they are and
what will serve to determine whether they find satisfaction in
the position they choose.
What do you know now that you wish you knew 10
years ago?
I wish I knew that my free time (i.e., my time after 4:30

www.bcparalegalassociation.com			

I feel that a team approach makes the best working
environment. I do not know everything and the minute
I profess that I do, it will be time to find a new career. I
truly believe that each and every one of us has a particular
skill set and, more often than not, there are others that
have better skill sets in different areas than I do. If we pool
those resources and work together, rather than against one
another, the possibilities are endless and there is nothing we
cannot accomplish.
Share one time-saving tip.
I know that distraction is a time killer. For each time a
person is distracted from the task at hand, it takes between
two and eight minutes to get back to the level they were at
prior to being distracted. Imagine 10 interruptions x eight
minutes (that is almost an hour and a half of wasted time!).
There just isn’t enough hours in one day for that. I have
disengaged the automatic email notification in Outlook so
that I do not get instant notifications that someone has sent
me an email. I tend to check these every 30 minutes, that
alone has cut down on the time I spend distracted or ‘off
task’ during the day.
If you could ask paralegals one thing for which you
would love an honest answer, what would it be?
I would ask them: What is the one thing that it would it
take to get you passionate and actively involved in the BCPA,
advocating for the profession?
What do you like to do in your spare time?
I love to hunt and have just competed in a bodybuilding
competition, something I will continue to do!

Monica Bruns is a Designated Paralegal working under the direction of Michael
Yawney at Nixon Wenger, who provides Paralegal assistance to the Civil and Personal
injury litigation departments. She has 28 years of experience working in the legal
industry and is new Director with the BCPA.
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Firms can rely on ARC Document Solutions with the same
confidence and security as they have become accustomed
to in providing the highest level of legal print services in
the industry. ARC is a true one-stop source for your legal
document service needs from start to finish.
w Digital Printing and Copying

w Document Scanning

w Digital Conversion

w Page Numbering / Stamping
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BC-specific legal education
and information direct
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of the legal community.
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CapU UPDATE
BY LINDY TUCKER & DEB JAMIESON,
CAPILANO UNIVERSITY

CapU Update: Paralegal Program

E

ven though it’s the summer term, the School of Legal
Studies at Capilano University is very busy!

We have finalized our intake for the fall. We had
more than 200 applicants for 15 degree seats and 25
diploma seats. We had some very difficult decisions to make,
particularly since we have so many outstanding applicants! A
good problem to have, but difficult nonetheless!
The School of Legal Studies has also officially welcomed the
Legal Administrative Assistant Program into the department.
As strange as it may seem, our two legal programs have
not always belonged to the same department. With this
change, we are excited to announce an arrangement that
has been implemented between the LAA program and the
paralegal program: Students who complete the LAA program
at CapU with a 4.0 GPA are eligible to “ladder” directly into
the second year of the Bachelor of Legal Studies (Paralegal)
program, with the requirement of having to take one extra
course (Legal Analysis) prior to starting the program or during
their first term of the degree. We look forward to seeing
more LAA students in our degree program.
Our first class of degree students is currently out on
practicum. We look forward to seeing them walk across the
stage at convocation next year. Additionally, we had a few
former diploma students complete the required electives
for the Bachelor of Legal Studies (Paralegal) recently.
Congratulations to them for earning their degrees!
We continue to develop additional third and fourth year
legal elective courses to be taken in the evening at the
BCIT campus or online for graduates of the Diploma and
Certificate programs. Please note, however (as pointed
out in previous articles), that the degree does not replace
the existing diploma and certificate credentials, nor is it
intended to be recognized as a superior credential. It simply
provides another option for obtaining core legal training for
paralegals. The degree is open to high school graduates and

does not require prior education or experience like our other
program options do. We understand and are encouraged by
the fact that mature students who don’t have a degree or
who have an interest in obtaining this particular degree may
also be interested in enrolling.
We feel extremely encouraged by the latest
announcements from the Law Society concerning expanding
the roles of paralegals in the delivery of legal services.
Exciting times ahead!
On a less positive note, you may have read about budget
cuts that have taken place at CapU. While this is not a
pleasant process for the entire university, we would like to
assure you that you need not worry about the status of the
School of Legal Studies’ programs. Both the paralegal and
legal administrative assistant programs have been impacted
only relatively minimally at this point and we feel confident
that the cuts will not have a substantial impact on our
programs.
Finally, and on a lighter note, we hope you continue
to enjoy your summer and we look forward to a busy,
challenging, fun-filled fall term ahead.
Lindy Tucker received a Bachelor of Human Kinetics degree
from the University of British Columbia in 2000 and her Paralegal
Diploma from Capilano in 2003. Lindy worked as a paralegal at the
Vancouver firm of Lindsay Kenney LLP from 2003 – 2011 in areas of
general litigation, insurance litigation and fraud litigation.
Lindy teaches Legal Document Formatting in the Paralegal
Program at Capilano. Lindy provides experience regarding the role
of paralegals in law firms and how their knowledge can best be put
to use. Lindy is a member of the BC Paralegal Association.
Deb Jamieson has worked as a paralegal since1993 and is a BCPA
member. She teaches Basic and Advanced Litigation Procedures,
Law Office Procedures, and Practicum in the Paralegal Program at
Capilano and provides an up-to-date practical focus and experience
on the role of paralegals in law firms. Deb joined the School of Legal
Studies in the Faculty of Business & Professional Studies in 2005 as
an instructor and is currently Convenor. She rewrote the BC Guide
to Civil Litigation for Thomson Carswell in 2010 and continues to
update the Guide three times a year.

Congratulations to our Award Winners!
The BCPA is one of a long list of donors who made 550 awards available totalling almost $350,000 to
Capilano University students in their academic pursuits.
Kimberly Hill and Stephanie Pesth each received a 2013/2014 Bursary Award of $500, and Deirdre Haaf
and Lucky Herath received Scholarship Awards.

Congratulations to our most-deserving recipients!
www.bcparalegalassociation.com			
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Modernizing the
Courtroom One
Step at a Time
A Frontline Perspective
BY CAROLYN E. ANGER,
STIKEMAN ELLIOTT LLP

A

s a litigation support professional with a few big trials
under my belt, I swoon when I hear that lawyers
and judges want to conduct court proceedings in
an electronic format. This means being able to present
documents on screen instead of printed briefs. There are
several benefits to this method of delivery: Access to fully
searchable documents, presenting a memorable visual
display, significant cost and time savings, and a lower carbon
footprint. But what does it really mean to conduct a trial in an
electronic format and to move the traditional courtroom into
the modern era?

No trial is too small to be electronic. Whether
there are 100 or 100,000 documents, there
is a system out there that will support the
requirements.

system to support dual screens. For document presentation,
two screens would be required, as opposed to a single splitscreen. The list of equipment grew! We took measurements,
quickly assembled a list, consulted with our respective IT
departments on what was available, and what would need
to be purchased. This courtroom was getting a makeover to
bring it into the twenty-first century.
Our List:
• Two laptops or PCs with solid-state hard drives to host
Joint Book of Documents
• Twenty-two, 32-inch, widescreen, flat-panel monitors
(two each for the judge, witness, six counsel tables,
podium and gallery)
• An amplified speaker set for audio and / or video
• VGA splitter to split document image across multiple
monitors
• VGA Cables
• Gaffer’s tape or cloth cable covers

I was recently tasked with designing and implementing
an electronic courtroom for an upcoming large commercial
matter. I also had to attend the trial daily to provide support,
as well as manage all aspects of document workflow. I had to
prepare a Joint Book of Documents with my counterpart at
the opposing firm: Read-Ins, Submissions and Exhibits would
all be electronic. I received instructions to prepare nothing in
paper format.
Challenge accepted.
Let’s start with a definition of an e-trial. An e-trial works the
same way as a traditional paper trial except that documents
are in electronic format. An e-trial means using electronic
tools to display evidence, enter exhibits, highlight & magnify
documents, employ real-time transcription, utilize video
deposition, hyperlink Read-ins and Submissions, and access
fully searchable documents—all with internet access.
We visited the courtroom we would work in for the next six
months. The room was equipped with 15” LCD monitors circa
2005, one on each of the three counsel tables, the witness
box and the bench. Three 42” monitors hung from the walls
for the gallery and there was a switchbox at the control
center. The 15” monitors were too small for our requirements
so we would have to bring in 32-inch, wide-screen monitors
to overlay in the existing system, as well as build a second
10
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• A laser pointer, easel and paper with markers
• A portable printer and scanner
• WIFI access for the legal team (or shared among everyone
in the courtroom)
• Back-up for all equipment
The design was simple to implement and support. It was a
one-way push-system where documents would be displayed
on a screen using Summation AD Mobile. The control center
sat in the middle of the room and consisted of two laptops
– each one running a copy of the Joint Book of Documents.
Laptop A would display on the ‘A’ screens, laptop B on the
‘B’ screens. While AD Summation Mobile is not technically
courtroom-presentation software, it served admirably. Other
options for presentation include PowerPoint, Trial Director,
Sanction, Adobe PDF plus a whole breed of iPad applications
such as Trial Pad, Trial Director for iPad, and Exhibit View, to
name a few.
This high-level guide contains vital elements that will assist
with the planning process:
1. Talk to the legal team and figure out what type of display
and presentation will be required.
• Does counsel want to highlight documents on the

2014 BC Paralegal Association, All Rights Reserved			
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fly?
• Will split screens be required to assist displaying
evidence in a meaningful way?
2. Meet with the judge, counsel and litigation support team
as early as possible to determine various requirements:
• What courtroom has been booked and what are
the electronic capabilities of that courtroom?
• What equipment is required and who will cover the
costs?
• Schedule multiple visits with Court Services. Take
measurements and test power sources.
• If court is in session, then you will need to make
arrangements to gain after-hours access.
• Once the room gets set up, bring the judge and
parties in to do several dry runs before Day One to
ensure everyone feels satisfied and confident with
the set-up.
3. What software will be used to host and display
documents throughout the trial? There are many options
available on the market depending on the type of
presentation.
4. How will documents and exhibits be identified, entered
and managed and who will maintain the list?
5. How will native file formats be managed, for example
documents in Microsoft Excel, Microsoft Project,
Microsoft Access file formats?

experienced trial consultants and litigation-support personnel
available to plan, implement and support trials on a daily
basis. There are many software possibilities available whether
your e-trial will utilize Adobe PDF locally, Trial Director or a
Cloud-based solution. Every e-trial I have been involved in has
been rewarding because of proper planning, a plan to solve
any technical glitches, and keeping the set-up as simple as
possible. I have my IT department at Stikeman Elliott to thank
for stepping in and out as needed for technical support, and
answering last-minute calls when access issues occurred.
With the right team of individuals, sufficient lead time for
planning, and a creative thought process there is nothing you
can’t accomplish!

Carolyn E. Anger is Manager, Litigation Support and eDiscovery
in the Toronto office of Stikeman Elliott LLP. In this role, she
provides guidance and support on document management and
case-management issues from identification through to document
presentation at trial, and beyond. Ms. Anger champions the use
of technology and project management in order to provide costeffective, efficient and defensible solutions to clients.
Ms. Anger has worked in the technology industry for more than
15 years and has supported legal teams throughout the phases of
eDiscovery for 10 years. She is a member of various industry groups,
including Working Group 7 - Sedona Canada, The International
Legal Technology Association (ILTA) and is a speaker in Canada and
the U.S. on topics surrounding legal technology processes and best
practices. Ms. Anger works with the judiciary in Ontario to advance
and modernize court systems and processes including electronic filing
and electronic trials.

6. Will real-time court reporting be used? Digital recording?
Daily rough transcripts?
7. How will Read-ins be presented and filed and what is the
format?
8. Book your War Room and make a list of equipment you
will need for that room.
We did experience a couple glitches in the first few days
as we settled into a rhythm in the courtroom, switching
from screen ‘A’ to screen ‘B,’ zooming in and out of big
spreadsheets, navigating to pages within large documents
to find specific entries and searching within a document
for various text. Documents on display were highlighted in
advance and in real time. Exhibits were entered via PDF on a
USB key for the Registrar and opposing counsel. Documents
and pages put to a witness were tracked in the database
as they were displayed. All documents in the Joint Book of
Documents were marked as one exhibit, which expedited
calling documents to be put to a witness. Transcripts were
delivered in rough format each evening. My counterpart at
opposing counsel and I switched up at the control center
sitting in the hot seat based on which side was presenting,
and worked together to resolve glitches. Soon, the courtroom
ran like a well-oiled machine.

Distinctly Canadian
CKR Global Investigations is the result of a merger of
Canada’s two largest risk mitigation & investigation companies,
Canpro Global and King-Reed & Associates. We represent
the industry’s most diverse group of experts across Canada
and possess the regional knowledge and industry experience
to best assist our clients wherever they require our services.
With over 400 experienced professionals coast-to-coast, our
company is, Distinctly Canadian.

No trial is too small to be electronic. Whether there are
100 or 100,000 documents, there is a system out there
that will support the requirements. There are talented and
www.bcparalegalassociation.com			
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Changes to the International
Student Program

O

n June 1, 2014, new rules aimed at reducing the
potential for fraud or misuse of the program came into
effect. These new rules are as follows:

• Limitation on the issuance of study permits to applicants
who will study at a designated learning institution,
including institutions designated by provinces and
territories on the basis of meeting minimum standards;
• Requirement for students to actively pursue their studies
while in Canada; and
• Allowing full-time international students enrolled at
designated institutions in certain programs to work parttime off campus and full-time during scheduled school
breaks without a work permit.
What does actively pursuing studies mean?

Actively pursuing studies in Canada means that if you
hold a study permit, you must remain enrolled and make
reasonable and timely progress towards completing your
program. Failing to do so could lead to your removal from
Canada.
Your educational institution will report to Citizen and
Immigration Canada (CIC) on your continued enrolment and
academic status. You may also be asked by an immigration
officer to provide evidence of your continued enrolment and
academic status.
Under the new rules, all study permits will become invalid
90 days after the permit holder has completed their study
program.
What is a Designated Learning Institution?
To apply for a study permit on or after June 1, 2014, you
will need to have a letter of acceptance from a designated
learning institution. Each province and territory in Canada
will be responsible for designating post-secondary institutions
that may enroll international students. A list of designated
learning institutions has been released and is currently listed
on the CIC website. All primary and secondary schools in
Canada will be automatically considered designated learning
institutions and will not be included on the list. If your
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BY SARA ADEL, B.A.
MAYNARD KISCHER STOJICEVIC

study permit application is received on or after June 1 and
your letter of acceptance is from an institution that is not
designated for international students, your application will be
refused.
Things to keep in mind when applying for a study
permit on or after June 1, 2014:
• To apply for a study permit after June 1, 2014, you will
need to identify the institution by its designated learning
institution number on the application form. This number
can be found on the designated learning institution list,
which is published on the CIC website.
• You must also meet the standard eligibility criteria for a
study permit.
• You must prove that you have enough money to pay for
your:
- Tuition fees;
- Living expenses for yourself and any family
members who come with you to Canada; and
- Return transportation for yourself and any family
members who come with you to Canada.
• You must be a law-abiding citizen with no criminal record
and not be a risk to the security of Canada. You may
have to provide a police certificate.
• You must be in good health and willing to undergo a
medical examination, if necessary.
• You must satisfy an immigration officer that you will leave
Canada at the end of your authorized stay.
What about working off campus?
As of June 1, 2014, most full-time students on study
permits in Canada will no longer require a work permit in
order to work off-campus. Full-time students may work up
to 20 hours per week during the regular academic year,
and work full-time during regularly scheduled breaks from
school. In addition, full-time students with study permits will
no longer be required to wait six months before working.
In order to work, full-time students must be enrolled and
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 hanges to International Student Program
a designated learning institution and must obtain a social
insurance number.
New rules that take effect on June 1, 2014, make it easier
for study permit-holders to work off campus. Full-time
students pursuing an academic, professional or vocational
training program at a designated learning institution will be:
• Eligible to work off campus without a work permit;
• Allowed to work off campus for up to 20 hours per week
during a regular academic session and full time during
regularly scheduled breaks; and
• Able to work off campus immediately rather than waiting
six months.
Applying for a study permit from within Canada
If you are in Canada as a visitor and wish to apply for a
study permit to attend a designated learning institution, you
may be able to do so from within Canada. As of June 1,
2014, certain foreign nationals may apply for and receive a
study permit from within Canada. These include:
• Minor children studying at the primary or secondary level;
• Exchange or visiting students; and
• Students who have completed a short-term course or
program of study that is a condition for acceptance at a
designated institution.

Chuck Jung Associates
Psychological and Counselling Services
Counselling the injured and disabled since 1995.
Counselling
is also
provided
in: Punjabi,
Urdu,
Services
offered
in: Punjabi,
Urdu,
Mandarin,
and
Mandarin
and Cantonese.
Cantonese

Vancouver Surrey Port Coquitlam Richmond
Abbotsford Chilliwack Langley North Vancouver

Make sure you become familiar with the CIC’s new
international student program rules to provide the right
advice to your clients.
Sara Adel, B.A. (UBC), Paralegal Studies Diploma (Capilano
University), is a Paralegal with Maynard Kischer Stojicevic. She
specializes in immigration law, providing assistance to clients and
corporations in Canadian immigration matters. Sara is a member of
the BCPA.

Expand Your Career
UBC Certificate in Immigration:
Laws, Policies and Procedures

100% Online
Add immigration consulting to your paralegal tool kit
and enjoy helping others immigrate to Canada. Our
part-time or full-time program can get you started on
an exciting addition to your career. Complete the
program 100% online in only six months.

Program begins in September 2014
and January 2015. Apply now.
For more information or to make a referral call The
Vancouver Head Office:
(604) 874-6754

cstudies.ubc.ca/cilpp
604.827.4203

#1303-750 W. Broadway, Vancouver, BC V5Z 1H1

www.chuckjung.com
www.bcparalegalassociation.com			
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A Tenant’s Short
Introduction
to Residential
Tenancy Branch
Dispute Resolution
Hearings
BY ALEKSANDRA (OLA) KARPIK,
VERITAS LAW

A

t some point in your life as a tenant, things may go
awry. Perhaps repairs are needed to your suite, or
odd smells emanate from an adjacent suite. Despite
best efforts to resolve a situation in person, matters escalate
and you may find yourself at the Residential Tenancy Branch
(the ‘RTB’) with a dispute resolution hearing to look forward
to. It can be an overwhelming experience and particularly
frustrating as there are lots of different rules that apply to
such hearings – and to landlord-tenant relationships, in
general.
If you are a tenant, you need to know some basic ideas,
processes, and resources that tenants should become
acquainted with if they become involved in an RTB dispute or
hearing.
If you get to the point of a hearing, it’s because you have
probably tried unsuccessfully to settle the matter privately.
You or the landlord have filed an application for dispute
resolution and a notice of hearing arrives. (These documents
are available online or at the RTB offices.) For the purposes
of this article, let’s assume you have filed the application.
You are the Applicant and the landlord is the Respondent.
You need to make sure to serve (i.e., deliver) the appropriate
documents to all parties within the required time frames.
The Residential Tenancy Act (the ‘Act’) will tell you how and
when to deliver your documents. Different time frames and
formulae exist for calculating time depending on the party
you are serving. For example, you may need to deliver certain
documents to the RTB within five business days, but within
five natural days to the other party. These little differences
can add up and, if you are not vigilant, could prevent you
from relying on vital evidence or documents.
The Hearing

Fall 2014		

Preparing for the Hearing
You need to prepare your case for the hearing. This
includes sending evidence in to the RTB, as well as the
landlord with whom you are having the dispute, and any
other interested parties to the dispute that may have
been indicated in the application or by the arbitrator. As
mentioned, it is vital that your evidence packages and any
other documents you need to deliver to the RTB or other
parties are served within the right time frame and in an
acceptable manner.
Submit any evidence that will help your case, including
written statements or documents, pictures/photographs,
witness statements, receipts, invoices, contracts, the lease,
any proof of service documents (e.g., tracking numbers), and
digital evidence (e.g., audio recordings or videos).
Resources and Legislation

At the hearing, all parties must attend. This means the
tenants and the landlords and any other interested parties.
For example, if you and your spouse and child live in a
downstairs suite of your landlord’s home, but you are the only
one who signed the lease, you can add your spouse and child
as interested parties on the application. As a practice point,

14

the application only allows for two names, so you would
need to use a Form RTB-26 the ‘Schedule of Parties’ to do
this. Make sure you use full and correct legal names and spell
all names correctly. This is especially important later when
you want to enforce an order. If you want to use someone
as a witness during the hearing, you should let the arbitrator
know right at the outset of the hearing. The arbitrator will
likely want that person to not be present during the hearing
and will ask for them to be called only when it is time for
them to present evidence. The arbitrator will ask questions
of each side and there will be an opportunity to respond
and refer to your evidence or comment on the other side’s
evidence. You may also be asked to present any other
evidence that had not been discussed to that point. The
arbitrator will make a binding decision or may postpone the
hearing if there isn’t enough time to conclude it.

		

The Act is the primary piece of legislation that governs the
landlord-tenant relationship. It will provide insight into the
inner-workings of the RTB Hearing process.
Part 1 of the Act gives general introductory provisions, such
as definitions and provisions relating to the applicability of
the Act. Use it to make sure you understand the terms used
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 Tenant’s Short Introduction to Residential Tenancy
Branch Dispute Resolution Hearings
throughout the legislation and in the hearing.
Part 2 outlines the rights and obligations that exist when
a residential tenancy is created. It goes through the various
stages of a tenancy: creating a tenancy, during the tenancy,
and ending a tenancy. It also refers to the ‘standard terms’
that all residential tenancies in British Columbia that fall
under the Act must contain in their respective leases. Failing
to include the standard terms is considered a breach of the
Act. This part also refers to other terms that may be present
in a lease agreement.

The British Columbia Act is the primary piece
of legislation that governs the landlord-tenant
relationship. It will provide insight into the innerworkings of the RTB Hearing process. Part 1 of
the Act gives general introductory provisions,
such as definitions and provisions relating to
the applicability of the Act. Use it to make sure
you understand the terms used throughout the
legislation and in the hearing.

Part 3 is dedicated to rent increases. Refer to this section to
see if your landlord has lawfully increased your rent.
Part 4 contains provisions relating to notices to end a
tenancy that your landlord would be required to have to
serve you. There are specific requirements to lawfully end a
tenancy, whether by the landlord or the tenant. Refer to this
section to ensure you serve, or are being served, properly. Part
4 also considers how a landlord or tenant can make an order
for possession of the rented property.
Part 5 gives important information on the dispute
resolution process. For example, this part talks about how
a hearing can be conducted (e.g., by telephone conference
or in person) and the kinds of orders that the arbitrator can
make. You will also find provisions on reviewing arbitrator’s
orders and enforcing them.
Notably, under Part 6, Division 1 of the Act, you will find
important information related to how to serve documents.
There are rules for serving documents generally and then
there are special rules for specific documents. Be sure to
review these sections of the Act to be comfortable with the
service process.
The Residential Tenancy Branch Rules of Procedure are
another instrumental tool in your dispute. These explain some
of the mechanics of dispute resolution. For example, Rule
2 explains how to make a claim or cross-application. Rule 3
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explains how to serve applications and exchange evidence.
Rule 6 will be useful to you if you need to reschedule or
adjourn an RTB hearing. Rule 8 goes into more detail about
the mechanics of the actual RTB hearing. Rule 15 relates to
conference call RTB hearings specifically.
Your Rights as a Tenant
You have certain rights as a tenant and the more you know
about them, the better you can protect them. No two cases
are ever the same. If you are in doubt about these rights or
need help, consult a lawyer who practices landlord-tenant
law or review the legislation and other RTB sources.
Some of the rights you enjoy as a tenant are included in the
standard terms of your lease agreement. A properly written
lease must include those standard terms. For instance, you
have a right to quiet enjoyment as a tenant and not to have
the landlord entering your property, except under certain
circumstances (e.g., with proper notice or in emergency
situations).
You have a right to a residential unit that is reasonably
suitable for occupation. The Act states that the landlord is
responsible for ensuring that rental units and property meet
health, safety and housing standards established by law, and
are reasonably suitable for occupation given the nature and
location of the property. As a tenant, you are expected to
maintain reasonable health, cleanliness and sanitary standards
throughout the rental unit. Also, you have certain rights
to expect the availability and use of essential services and
utilities during your tenancy. Discontinuing these services is an
offence under the Act unless discontinuation is done lawfully
(e.g., with sufficient notice or rent reduction, if applicable in
the circumstances).
Landlord-tenant law and dispute resolution is highly factdriven. This means that, although there are general principles
and rules of law, the specific facts in your case will determine
where your case stands on an issue. For instance, there may
be details that seem insignificant to you that the other side
may use against you. One of your greatest tools is using
professional legal advice. Alternatively, you should become
well versed in the relevant RTB legislation and resources.
*This article is not meant as legal advice. Each person’s
situation is different and requires careful analysis of the facts
and applicable law. If you would like help with your case, you
should discuss it with a lawyer who practices Landlord-Tenant
Law.
Aleksandra (Ola) Karpik is a lawyer at Veritas Law, Group of
Independent Law Firms in West Vancouver.
She practices Landlord-Tenant Law, assisting clients throughout
the process of dispute resolution hearings, including to preparing
clients and their case for the hearing and to assisting during the
hearing. Ola also assists clients with Provincial Court Disputes,
Builder’s Liens, Real Estate Law (e.g., mortgages, buying and selling
property), and Wills and Estates Law.
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Containing the Cost of Chronic Pain
BY KAREN SEWARD & DR. AVI ORNER,
CIRA MEDICAL

H

ealth recovery after a traumatic injury or acute illness is
a complex process. In many cases, there is no straight
line from injury to full recovery. The normal recovery
process for affected individuals is all too often disrupted by
complications that can contribute to the development of
chronic pain. A multidisciplinary approach to diagnosis and
treatment that emphasizes early intervention and engaging
those suffering from persisting pain as active participants
in their recovery is vital to effectively addressing chronic
pain and the harm it can cause individuals and society more
generally.
Chronic pain lasts beyond the ordinary duration (more
than three to six months by most definitions). It continues
even after the injury or condition that first caused it has
been treated or healed. In many cases, the causes of the
persisting pain are not clearly understood. This is significant,
for according to The Canadian Pain Society, one in five
Canadians suffers from chronic pain.

and Statistical Manual of Mental Disorders (i.e., the DSM-5
released in May 2013) has abandoned the requirement of
ruling out all potential physical causes before diagnosing
a mental disorder associated with chronic pain complaints
(Somatic Symptom Disorder). Instead, it is now recognized
that significant clinical markers for the subsequent
development of chronic pain can be identified even where
physical factors have been identified to be active and perhaps
not yet fully accounted for in a definitive physical diagnosis.
Indeed, it is now the consensus opinion in the medical
community that physical and mental factors often interact
simultaneously to influence the development of chronic pain.

According to The Canadian Pain Society, a clear
association exists between chronic pain and mental
distress. Over 70% of people waiting for care
at Canadian pain clinics report that chronic pain
But where the exact causes of chronic pain may remain
unknown, the impact of chronic pain on individuals and
interferes with their normal work activities. More
society more generally is becoming ever more apparent.
than 50% have severe levels of depression and
According to The Canadian Pain Society, a clear association
exists between chronic pain and mental distress. Over 70%
35% report suicidal thoughts ... The cost of chronic
of people waiting for care at Canadian pain clinics report that
pain in adults in Canada, in terms of healthcare
chronic pain interferes with their normal work activities. More
than 50% have severe levels of depression and 35% report
resources and lost productivity, is estimated to be
suicidal thoughts. Chronic pain is associated with the worst
$50-60 billion dollars annually.
quality of life as compared to other chronic diseases such
as chronic lung disease or heart disease. The cost of chronic
pain in adults in Canada, in terms of healthcare resources
and lost productivity, is estimated to be $50-60 billion dollars
annually.
The importance of mental health factors in the
development of chronic pain has been clearly established
by scientific research conducted over recent decades.
Significantly, this has led to changes to the way mental
health disorders associated with chronic pain are diagnosed.
In particular, the most recent edition of The Diagnostic
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This change in diagnostic approach is important, for when
risk factors for the development of chronic pain are identified
early on, appropriate treatment options can be pursued
when they are most likely to have a positive impact. The most
effective treatments involve more than simply prescribing
pain medication or other passive modalities. Wherever
possible, it is vital that treatments engage those suffering
from persisting pain as proactive participants in their own
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recovery. Where this occurs, whether, for example, in the
form of cognitive behavioural therapy or a physical exercise
regimen under the supervision of a treating professional, the
odds of preserving or regaining functionality are dramatically
increased even where pain persists. Those actively engaged
in the recovery process are more likely to adhere to treatment
recommendations and successfully resume normal day-to-day
activities and return to the workplace. For individuals with
pain, participating in multidisciplinary medical assessments
as arranged through their primary care physician, employer
or insurance provider can be critical in effectively diagnosing
contributory conditions and customizing treatment plans
appropriate to the identified physical and mental conditions
affecting an individual’s pain experience before it becomes
chronic. An approach that emphasizes early intervention can
help provide at-risk individuals with the tools they need to
cope and function even where pain persists. Maintaining or
preserving function as a treatment goal is instrumental in
the ability of individuals to remain socially and productively
engaged, whether in their personal lives or in the workplace.
Where this goal is met, the costs of chronic pain can be
contained both for the individual and society as a whole.

Karen Seward serves as the President of Cira Medical Services,
spearheading the company’s growth and development and
streamlining corporate objectives. An accomplished executive
leader with more than 12 years of experience in the health
industry, Karen brings a unique combination of business and
clinical acumen to her role, complemented by strong relationship
management skills. Karen’s leadership style positions Cira for longterm growth and market leadership.
Karen’s business leadership and marketing talent is exemplified
in her prior positions, which include Executive Vice President of
Marketing and Business Development at Morneau Shepell, Senior
Vice President of Business Development and Marketing at Shepell.
fgi, and Vice President of Business Development at The Forum
Corporation. In these positions, Karen led and implemented
high-growth strategies for business development, significantly
increasing company revenue and value and building a platform to
drive future success.
Karen holds a BA in Psychology and Sociology from the
University of Toronto.
Dr. Avi Orner is the Medical Director for Cira Medical Services.
Dr. Orner joined Riverfront (one of Cira’s predecessor firms) in
2010 as the Associate Medical Director. He completed his medical
education including residency training in Family Medicine at the
University of Toronto. He is on staff at The Scarborough Hospital
where he practices as a Surgical Assistant. Dr. Orner graduated as a
Bregman’s Scholar from the M.B.A. program at the Rotman School
of Management at the University of Toronto, specializing in finance
and consulting. In addition, he holds a B.A. (Honours) in Actuarial
Mathematics from York University.

Save the Dates!
Upcoming BCPA events

VICTORIA
MIX & MINGLE
Thursday,
September 18, 2014
Venue TBA
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ANNUAL FALL
DINNER
Thursday,
November 13, 2014
Vancouver Terminal
City Club

VERNON
MIX & MINGLE
Thursday,
October 2, 2014
Venue TBA
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Access eDiscovery
Software
Anywhere in Any
Browser in Any
Language
BY ADAM KUHN,
RECOMMIND

A

s a young attorney, I entered practice on the cusp
of eDiscovery and my first case involved hundreds
of emails that were printed out, manually reviewed,
stamped, and produced in a banker box. Now, the sheer
scope of electronically stored information in routine cases and
client demands to reduce costs have driven firms to adopt
better solutions to remain competitive. And this isn’t just the
big firms; we’re seeing more small and medium sized firms
leverage technology to even the playing field. Recommind’s
Axcelerate 5 eDiscovery platform (“AXC5”) is one such piece
of technology you can use to win cases.
Access eDiscovery Software Anywhere on Any
Browser in Any Language
AXC5 was designed in collaboration with users to be as
user-friendly as possible. Built on a consumer grade HTML5
interface, it combines the powerful features that litigation
specialists need with simplicity of design. And AXC5 doesn’t
need to be installed locally; it’s available on-demand through
any web browser without the need for plugins. You dictate
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your workflow and AXC5 empowers you to work from
anywhere, anytime, on any computer. Recommind’s patented
search technology that underpins the platform is languageagnostic; it uses a proprietary statistical-based approach that
understands different languages. (See illustration below.)
Set Goals and Manage Review Teams with Ease
Create document batches, assign them to reviewers,
and the system can automatically suggest deadlines,
checkpoints, and distribute additional assignments as batches
are completed. These goals can be adjusted on the fly as
new issues and documents are added. AXC5 includes an
analytics dashboard that provides managers with metrics
regarding reviewers’ rates and consistency, so you know if
junior reviewers are interpreting data properly and efficiently.
Maybe one reviewer is consistently over-coding documents as
relevant and non-confidential, risking a privilege waiver. The
rates of overturn between different levels of review expose
these issues before they become problems. (See illustration,
next page, top.)
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Predictive Coding Whenever You Want It
Predictive coding is a type of machine learning wherein
a human reviewer teaches the computer what kinds of
documents are relevant. After manually reviewing and
coding a sample batch of documents, the computer retrieves
additional relevant documents for the team to review.
Because 90% of documents on average are non-responsive,
using predictive coding can dramatically reduce the amount
of time spent in discovery and rapidly deliver the key
documents. Recommind pioneered this technology, obtaining
several patents and championing its defensibility.
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Predictive coding is a standard feature in AXC5 and can be
used on any case by any firm. The user is in control and we’ve
seen firms deploy it on cases that involve just a few thousand
documents. Litigation specialists are constantly finding
new and creative uses for predictive coding. Take Global
Aerospace Inc. et al., v. Landow Aviation for example. There,
the defendant successfully used statistical evidence from their
predictive coding dashboards to defend the integrity of their
production. (See illustration below.)
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Never Miss an Email Thread Again

get federal appellate review.

Manually reviewing email chains and putting eyes on each
message to figure out where it fits in the timeline is a time
consuming and risky process. Email chains can have hundreds
of replies, forwards, drafts, and copies making review
anything but simple. In the 2011 Oracle v. Google patent
dispute, a single email draft slipped through review and was
inadvertently produced. The email was the exact “smoking
gun” that attorneys lose sleep over and the subsequent
clawback argument is one of the few eDiscovery cases to ever

Make Global Redactions with One Click
Redactions are a critical part of review, and failing to
redact the right information carries harsh sanctions and
consequences. In the 2012 Apple v. Samsung case, an
attorney failed to redact confidential terms in a licensing
agreement and inadvertently distributed the information.
Judge Grewal awarded a $2 million sanction for compound
confidentiality violations and likened the review process to “a
trapeze artist flying high without a net.”

To address this challenge, Recommind developed end-ofbranch review, an email analysis tool that reduces review
volume up to 30%. AXC5 finds all the email messages
and attachments within a thread and automatically sorts,
identifies, and de-duplicates unique content. The reviewer
can then make decisions and code the entire email family just
by looking at the end-of-branch components. (See illustration
below.)

improvements. Redact information right in the document
viewer without interrupting your workflow to convert the
documents to TIFFs or open up a new window. Use intelligent
redaction to automatically find and redact all duplicates of
a particular selection. All of the redactions are tracked and
the reviewer can quickly pinpoint and inspect automated
redactions for quality control. AXC5 can also automatically
detect and redact common categories of sensitive
information, like credit card numbers. (See illustration below.)

AXC5 streamlines the redaction process with user-centric
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Defeat Rhetoric with Fact
Knowing exactly what you have makes a huge difference.
AXC5 has integrated analytical features that tell reviewers
exactly how many documents exist by category, author,
custodian, date, search term hit, and more. Even better,
these metrics and relationships are visualized for quick
understanding and can be readily imported into presentations
or motions.
This gives you the fact-specific evidence necessary to
persuade a judge that production is insufficient or sufficient.

Uncover Hidden Relationships with Visual Analytics
Oftentimes, investigations turn on the question of
communication: Who talked and when. For securities fraud,
these may be the only questions of fact and traditionally it
required painstaking comparison and manual mapping of
messages. The new interactive histograph and hypergraph
displays do all that automatically.

In the recent McNabb v. City of Overland Park case, the
plaintiff sought production of an additional 10,000 email
records, but was denied for failing to adequately explain
to the court why they needed the documents in relation to
the 36,000 emails that had already been produced. In this
kind of instance, you can generate objective proof that a
production is lacking. Judges are increasingly demanding this
kind of fact-specific evidence to settle discovery disputes. (See
illustration below.)

or actions hidden below and exploit those patterns in motion
practice. Use the histograph to put communications on a
timeline and identify peaks and valleys that correspond to
issues in the case. Using these tools, you can quickly discern
communication patterns and extrapolate the patterns into
issues or additional document requests. See illustration next
page.)

Use the hypergraph to isolate and identify missing
custodians or gaps. Look for patterns that may hint at events
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More firms are in-sourcing eDiscovery by adopting new,
easy to use technology like AXC5. Once you use these tools
on your next case, you’ll wonder how you ever did it any
other way. But screenshots only tell half the story, to see how
Recommind can enhance your litigation strategy contact Ian
Adams, Canadian Sales Manager: ian.adams@recommind.
com.

Interested in
submitting an
article for the
next Paralegal
Press?
22
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Adam Kuhn is a licensed attorney, legal writer, and marketing
program specialist at Recommind. He can be reached at
adam.kuhn@recommind.com.

Please contact Veronica MacInnis at
veronica@bcparalegalassociation.com
with inquiries.
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Advance Your
Designated
Paralegal Career
with CLEBC
UPCOMING COURSES FOR PARALEGALS
Designated Paralegals play an important role in providing
the public with greater access to legal services in British
Columbia. This rewarding role offers an exciting opportunity
which brings with it a number of additional challenges and
responsibilities.
If you’re a Designated Paralegal, or thinking of becoming
one, CLEBC can help you develop the skills you need to
enhance your career.

and experience what works and what doesn’t work in the
courtroom.
SELF-PACED ELEARNING
If you’re looking for the convenience and flexibility of
learning on your own, our award-winning Self-Paced
eLearning programs allow you to work online at your own
pace.

Course chairs:

These easily-accessible short programs are interactive, with
questions interspersed between video clips of a previously
recorded CLE-TV program. There are reference materials
available to be viewed online or downloaded. You can save
your progress, attempt the questions as many times as you
like, and complete the program over several sessions.

Michele McMillan, Designated Paralegal
Quay Law Centre, New Westminster

Choose from the following Self-Paced eLearning topics and
take your skills to the next level.

Two upcoming half-day CLEBC programs will give you the
information and hands-on experience you need to excel in
this expanded role.
Wednesday, September 10, 2014

Email - Preventing a Mailstrom

 ose Singh, Designated Paralegal
R
JFK Law Corporation, Vancouver
The Designated Paralegal
9:00 am – 12:00 pm
 ear from our panel of experts about pitfalls to watch out
H
for when giving legal advice, how to handle difficult client
interviews, and how to avoid subtle mistakes that can cause
difficulties for your supervising lawyer. For those of you
not yet designated, get tips from experienced designated
paralegals about how to pitch the idea to your supervising
lawyer. Whether you work for a litigator or solicitor,
attending this course will benefit your firm, your supervising
lawyer, and the clients you serve.
The Designated Family Law Paralegal Workshop
1:00 pm – 4:00 pm
T his hands-on workshop will allow you to try out your skills
in a supportive environment. After hearing from members
of the judiciary, senior counsel, and designated family law
paralegals, you’ll have the chance to practice your advocacy
skills in a courtroom-like setting. Hear from a colleague
as she shares the highlights and lessons learned from her
courtroom experience, get tips on preparing for court,

www.bcparalegalassociation.com			

E mail has been at the centre of a spate of reports to the
Lawyers Insurance Fund. In this program, you will hear the
ways that email has triggered a report to LIF, with examples
from the cases. You will hear what went wrong and how it
could have been avoided. Margrett George and Jonathan
Corbett will share practical risk-management advice that
you will be able to incorporate into your practice right
away.
Procrastination
T his session will introduce the three most common forms
of procrastination, examine the most frequently occurring
pitfalls, and provide you with a series of tips and a selfcoaching practice that can help you to break free of the
procrastination cycle.
Understanding and Overcoming Perfectionism
F ollowing up on the popular program on Procrastination,
Allison Wolf and Derek LaCroix explore the ways that
perfectionism can sabotage you. You will understand how
it helps, how it harms, and what to do when it crosses the
line.
Register at www.cle.bc.ca or contact our Customer
Service department 604-893-2121.
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EVENTS
BY VERONICA MACINNIS

BCPA’s Spring Event

O

n Thursday, May 8th, the BCPA hosted its Annual
Membership Appreciation Spring Event at Steamworks
in Vancouver’s historic Gastown. More than 100
people attended! Our largest social event to date! BCPA
President Yves Moisan, and BCPA Vice President Rose Singh
kept everyone amused and smiling as the evening’s most
competent Masters of Ceremony. Everyone enjoyed the wine
tastings, the excitement of the prize draws, as well as the
always-welcome opportunity to network and socialize with
colleagues, friends, and special guests.
The evening’s success would not have been possible
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without the contributions of our generous sponsors. The
BCPA thanks Platinum Sponsor Cira Medical Services; Gold
Sponsor R JOHNSON Legal Recruitment; Silver Sponsor CKR
Global; and preferred suppliers ARC Document Solutions and
CLE BC.
Thank you to Cira Medical, R JOHNSON, CLE BC and the
BCPA for donating wonderful prizes for our members!
And finally thank you to all our members who attended!
We look forward to seeing you again at the Fall Dinner!
*Photos taken by Dennison Lee*
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T

Good Things Come in Threes!

he BCPA held the third annual Okanagan Members’
Event at the Yellow House in Kelowna on April 10, 2014.
Local Representative and BCPA Director Tanya Groutage
welcomed more than 30 people to the cocktail reception,
including two members from the Lower Mainland.
Guest speaker, Michele McMillan of Quay Law Centre
is a Designated Paralegal to Carol W. Hickman. Michele
spoke about her experiences as a Designated Paralegal in a
courtroom. BCPA Vice-President, Rose Singh, also attended
the event and spoke about her appointment by the Law
Society to become part of the Access to Legal Services
Advisory Committee.
Sponsors Alan Taylor from CIRA Medical Services and
Elizabeth Borill from ZSA Legal Recruitment also attended.

We thank our generous and always supportive sponsors for
helping make the event a success!
The BCPA also thanks CLEBC, Viewpoint Medical
Assessments Inc., the Yellow House restaurant and local
retailer Worldly Accents for providing fabulous door prizes!
Congratulations to Laura MacLean of Goodmans who won a
gift bag from Worldly Accents!
Most importantly, we thank all of our members in the
interior for attending! We appreciate the opportunity to
network with one another, share our stories, and support
each other, particularly as our profession evolves.
We look forward to seeing you again next year!

Rose Singh, Elizabeth Borrill, Alan Taylor & Tanya Groutage

Michele McMillan,
guest speaker

from back to front- Bonny Rose-Lalach, Lynn
Holmes, Brenda Furman and Esther Moore

Laura MacLean of Goodmans
(gift bag from Wordly Accents)
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contents of gift bag from Worldly Accents

		

Danielle Robert of Benson Law (won
CLE $500.00 gift certificate)
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